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Hello
Thank you for taking the time to get to know us a little better while
you are on, what must be, a challenging journey.  Our hope for you
is that you have the time and space to make a decision that feels

right for you.  
Know that we are in your corner and want the best for you.  

 
If we are chosen as your child's adoptive parents, we will always 

let your child know of your unconditional love for them.  
We believe you are an important part of your child's identity, 

and we will always respect that.  
 

Please know that if you choose us, we will cherish your child and
do our best to make sure their dreams become a reality. 



This is Us...
We enjoy engaging our inner chef. Rosa is the chef of the family and

Charity is the baker. Thank goodness because Charity can't cook, and Rosa
can't bake!  When COVID started, and everyone was worried, we knew right

away how we could help.  Together we prepared dinner and dessert for
many of the families in our community.  Puerto Rican food is flavorful and

delicious, so we decided to make roasted pork (pernil), yellow rice with
pigeon peas and macaroni salad. We also added our two specialties: rolled

up ham and cream cheese sandwiches in Puerto Rican bread and
homemade peanut butter cookies. One of our friends expressed to us that
she felt so relieved when we brought the food. She was feeling exhausted
and worried about what to make for her family that night. Her response

filled our hearts knowing we had truly made a difference for her on that day.
Your child will learn the value of community and helping others.   

One of the biggest things we have in common is our love for adventure. 
 You can always find us exploring areas that we have not been before. For

Rosa's birthday this year, we decided to make a trip to Puerto Rico to see her
family.  We spend a lot of time in Puerto Rico but there are still places we have

not seen.  One morning we decided to venture out to find a new beach.  It
took almost an hour to get there, and it felt like you needed a secret map to
find the place. After a lot of twists and turns of the road, we found an area

where there were a lot of parked cars on the side of the road, and we had to
assume this was where we were supposed to be.  We still had not seen the
beach and we were a little nervous at this point.  We got out of the car and

walked toward the sound of the ocean and right before our eyes was the most
beautiful beach we had ever seen - Playa Buyé. The water was so clear, Charity

ran to the water and exclaimed, "It's so warm"! We sat with our book
underneath a tree and soaked in the local music and warm sunshine. 

We believe that working as a team makes us stronger. We have
an equal partnership that is fueled by respect and love.  Anytime one

of us can't complete a task, the other one steps in to help.  In the
mornings, Charity usually takes care of our dogs by taking them out for

playtime and getting their breakfast ready.  One weekend morning,
Charity was feeling a little extra sleepy so without a second thought
Rosa took the dogs on an early morning three-mile walk where they
saw some neighborhood friends and had peanut butter ice-cream,

specially made for pups.  Bella ate her ice-cream SO FAST, who knows
if she even tasted it. Blue and Bella were ready for a good rest after
that fun morning and Charity's heart was filled with thankfulness. 



About Charity 
(Written by Rosa)

If there is one thing that Charity is protective of, it's family.  She has
a family first way of doing things and this probably comes from growing

up in foster care and aging out of the system without much of a
family.  She recently met her father for the first time after finding him

through a DNA matching service.  They were both excited to meet each
other and they became instantly close.  Charity's father even moved
across the country to live next to us.  Each week, Charity goes to his

house to help him with errands, and he teaches her how to paint. One
time, they decided to play a painting game where they took turns

painting parts of the same painting.  This went on for weeks until they
had finally completed a big, black and white, Halloween painting that

had one lonely orange pumpkin in the middle. The pumpkin was
randomly put in by Charity and they just had to go with it. Your child will
be raised to understand the importance of love, acceptance and family.

Charity loves baking and one of her greatest joys is spending time
with her adult children. Jacob is the only one who still lives at home

with us, but the others love to spend time with us on family vacations
or on the holidays. One of Charity's daughters, Sarah, loves to help
her mom make peanut butter cookies at Christmas time. This is a
tradition that was passed down to Charity by her aunt. Last year,

they made Christmas cookie boxes for all of the neighbors and Sarah
wanted to figure out how to add candy canes in the shape of hearts
for the boxes. Everyone was excited about getting their Christmas
box but the person most excited was our three-year-old, neighbor,

Woods!  He opened his box and went right for the cookies. 

Anytime there is a holiday event, Charity takes it on full force.
One Halloween, we decided to do a trunk or treat with our nephew,
Jesé.  We all decided on the theme, "The Little Prince" as it is one of

Charity's favorite children's books.  She designed a cardboard airplane
and poster and together we decorated the trunk with handmade mini

wooden airplanes.  Most of the children had not heard of the book
before, so Charity spent time showing the book and sharing her

favorite parts of the story. There was one older child that said they had
read the book before and was excited to see it at the trunk or treat. It

was a lot of work but to see the joy in Charity's face when she was
passing out candy to all of the kids was worth all of the effort! 



About Rosa
(Written by Charity)

Rosa is very proud of where she comes from and loves sharing all
the beautiful things about her island, Puerto Rico! Festive music,

delicious food, breathtaking sites and Spanish. When she moved to
Florida, speaking Spanish was very valuable given that there's a lot of
people from Latin America who live in Florida. Some of these families

don't speak English fluently because it is hard to find English classes that
are affordable and accessible. A few months after moving to Florida, at

the grocery store, a lady approached Rosa. "¿Hablas Español?" Rosa
responded: "Si! ¿Cómo le puedo ayudar?" (Which meant “Yes! How can I
help you?”) The lady was so relieved to have found someone who could

help her ask a question to the cashier! Your child will learn to 
find value in helping others and will be raised bilingual.

Taking care of children is in Rosa's genes as it has always been
important in her family. They lived close to a factory and some of the

moms working there could not afford childcare. Rosa's mom took
care of many of these children in her home, along with Rosa and her

sister. As she became an adult, it was easy for Rosa to choose a
profession where she could work with and help children. One day,

Rosa's patient, who was very shy around most people, ran to her and
put her arms around her and squeezed her so tight! Her patient's
mom felt that their connection was so genuine and special. That is
the effect that Rosa has on her little patients and their families.  

One thing that everyone knows about Rosa is her love for Legos.
She fell in love with Legos at 10 years old when in the hospital for

minor surgery. Rosa’s mom brought her a Lego set to cheer her up.
It worked and she has been obsessed with Legos ever since. She
can spend hours putting together a very intricate set or she can

have just as much fun putting together a small set with her eager
patients. Last Christmas Rosa got a red pick-up truck set, and she
asked me to help her because it was one with many pieces and
details. She was so patient with me when I got confused about
where a piece was supposed to go and helped me look at the

pictures and directions to find out what went wrong!  



Becoming a Couple

We met seven years ago at a friend's Christmas party. No real
magic happened that day, but we became "Facebook
friends." One day, about two years later, Charity posted on
Facebook that her son, Jacob, was in the hospital and had

been diagnosed with Type One Diabetes. Rosa reached out
through messenger to offer support.  With continued support
in this uncertain time, a deeper relationship began to form. A
month later, Charity invited Rosa over for lunch. Rosa brought
sandwiches from a local bakery, and we ate and played cards. 

 Charity was at one of the lowest points in her life and 
it turned in to something so magical. 

  Our strong sense of family values led us to making family our first
priority. Soon after proposing and planning our wedding, we knew

that we wanted to grow our family. Rosa never had the
opportunity to have a child and we felt having that experience
together represented making our family complete. When Rosa

was a child, her parents wanted to adopt a child from an
orphanage where her mother worked. It didn't work out, but the

idea of adoption has always stayed in Rosa's heart.  We both
know that adoption is the right path for us. This opportunity fills

our hearts with so much joy. We would love to meet you and learn
how we can support you through your journey.

Charity has four adult children.  When Charity's children met Rosa
for the first time, they all fell in love with her.  Rosa has such a

genuine heart, that everyone picks up on when they meet her. 
 When Rosa met Jordan for the first time, we went out to the movies
and out to eat.  Jordan and Rosa realized that they had so much in

common; they both love cheesecake and they are both very
competitive. The restaurant that we went to, had several games set

up outside.  Almost at the same time, they challenged each
other to a cornhole game.   After several throws, it was still a tie
and after a few more, we had a winner.  Jordan beat Rosa by two

points and now every time they are together Jordan says something
like, "Well, I DID beat you at cornhole" and they both die laughing.  



Our Kids

Jacob loves fishing more than anything!  He started
fishing when he was about 5 years old, and it has always
come natural to him.  One year, we surprised him with a
fishing trip to Lake Okeechobee.  We rented a cabin and
paid for Jacob to go on a boat for a few hours with a well-
seasoned fisherman. We had to get up at 4:30a.m. to get
him to the boat and Charity is not a morning person. He
only caught one four-pound bass that day, but Jacob said

the experience was everything to him. Your child will always
have our support with anything they are interested in. 

When Rosa met Jacob for the first time, she promised him she
would take him to Puerto Rico. The funny part of that story is
that Jacob doesn't like to travel all that much.  One day, Rosa said

"If Jacob agrees go to Puerto Rico, I will book the flights right now." 
 Jacob agreed to go, and Rosa booked the tickets.  A few months

later when it was time to go on the trip, Jacob tried to back track a
little, saying he really didn't want to go but it was too late.  The

tickets had been paid for. We all spent a week in Puerto Rico and
Jacob got to know all of Rosa's extended family.  Even though he
was a little resistant, he went and had a good time.  Now, he likes

to let everyone know that he has been to Puerto Rico.  

Your child will have lifelong support of older siblings.  Of
our kids, Jacob and Zachary are the closest in age; less than
two years apart!  They have always been inseparable even

though they have very different personalities.  Jacob is pretty
quiet, and Zachary always tries to be the life of the party.  One

time, during summer vacation to the lake, Jacob was not so
sure about getting in the murky lake water.  After a few cool
splashes from Zachary, Jacob agreed to get in as long as he

could stay on the float.  Zachary got on the float with him, and
they played for hours. Jacob felt supported by his brother

and learned that there was not anything to be afraid of.

Your child's adult siblings will visit often and be present 
in all of your child's special occasions and holidays.



Our Funny Pets
  Rosa always had a dog growing up, so having pets has always
been important for her. Charity didn't have pets growing up. At
first, she was worried about knowing all of the things a pet would

need. She watched a lot of the Ceasar Millan videos on pet training 
and care so that she could feel more confident. Now, after many
years with the pets, she feels like a pro! Blue was rescued after a

veterinarian friend of Charity's contacted her and said he had
been abandoned. Charity drove 12 hours to pick him up. Everyone

who meets Blue falls in love with him. We rescued Biscuit from a
local SPCA when he was a tiny kitten. We named him biscuit

because he looked like a little buttered biscuit! Bella is our playful
lab mix who was rescued 10 years ago!  Bella was rescued when a

friend of Rosa's needed a new home for their puppy. 

Our pets love people, especially kids!
One day, we heard a knock on our door. It was our three-
year-old neighbor, Woods.  He asked so politely to come

inside and play with the pets. With his parent's
permission, we agreed.  Woods made fast friends with all

three pets, and it was like they had known each other
forever.  Now he comes to play with the pets once or

twice a week and ALWAYS takes time to give them treats!  

From day one, Bella has always stayed by our side, literally. So
much so, that sometimes we all sing to the lyrics of a popular
song that goes "Where you go, I'll go. Where you stay, I'll

stay. When you move, I'll move, I will follow..."  Bella loves
all kinds of foods, but we always thought her favorite food was
meat. One day, Rosa was eating dinner and was eating mostly
vegetables. She didn’t think Bella would want veggies, but she
kept staring at the plate of food. Rosa gave her a green bean,
and to her surprise, Bella loved it! Since then, we have learned
that Bella's true favorite food is air fried sweet potato cubes.



Our Hobbies

We are all about natural exercise and fun workouts. We enjoy walking,
working in our yard and dancing! Rosa even taught Zumba for 10 years!
One time we put together a Valentine's Day themed Zumba event and it
was a lot of fun. Charity helped design the event and put together a

huge table with healthy snacks and cupcakes! Rosa did ALL of the
dancing in a room with more than 50 Zumba enthusiasts! One of the

best parts of the event was when Rosa did a Soca song (one of her
favorite rhythms) where people put their hands up when they heard the
word "ERUPT!" At the end everyone was glistening with sweat and had
big smiles. Your child will have multicultural experiences around music

and will be given opportunities for movement that are fun and diverse.    

We love gardening!  Charity grew up in the country where
growing gardens was a standard of living and a way of providing

food for families.  She remembers walking down rows of the
garden, picking vegetables and also eating a few along the way. 

 Every year, we grow a small garden and sometimes we get a
little help from our chosen nephews, Rex and Rory. When Rory
saw the tomato that he grew for the first time he was shocked

that it was so big.  He pulled the tomato off of the vine and
took a big bite out of it like a big, red apple.  He said it

tasted better than any tomato he had ever had! 

We like to go on weekend kayak adventures.  Recently, we went
on a bioluminescent tour with our friends, Ashley and Nancy. 

 This was the first time we had been on a kayak tour that was at
night.  We had to drive down a long, dark, dirt road to get to the

launch site and our launch didn't start until 10 pm. We
bravely got into the kayaks with 20 other people while the tour
guide led the way.  No one knew it but Charity was so panicked

because she was convinced, we were kayaking with
alligators. Her paddle kept hitting something hard in the

water, but she was too scared to say anything.  Later she found
out that what she was hitting was just the ground.  We were in
pretty shallow water a few times.  The highlight of the tour was
seeing the schools of glowing fish jump out of the water!  We

were all glad that we made it safely back to the shore. 



 

 

 

Our family always takes care of each other.  Rosa's dad had
some medical concerns a few years ago and lived with us for

two years while we figured out what was going on.  Sometimes
he had to spend time in the hospital, and we were right by his
side through everything.  Rosa's dad loves to play games like
Dominos, Chinese Checkers and cards.  So, when there were

times that he had to spend time in the hospital, he always
wanted to bring his games.  One time, he decided to play

Chinese Checkers with Charity and she actually won ONE game. 
 He wins at EVERYTHING - even when he is not well so, Charity
was overjoyed but knew this was a onetime win! He now lives

back in Puerto Rico, and we are grateful he is doing much better. 

Our Family
If you choose us, your child will have 3 grandparents, 4 aunts, 2 uncles and 11 cousins.

We are a family that embraces diversity and
inclusion. Any time we get the chance to go to Puerto

Rico, we make sure to plan a dinner with the whole
family. One time, Auntie Maria spent time teaching

Charity some Spanish phrases. They all think it's cute
when Charity tries to roll her "R's".  It took a little bit
to teach her to say "pásame la jarra de agua, por favor"
(which means pass water pitcher, please), but she got

better after saying it a few times. Your child will grow up
knowing they are surrounded by people who love them

authentically, accept them fully and have their back.

Our family goes with the flow.  Within days of meeting
our friends Ashley and Nancy, we planned an entire cruise

together! COVID ended up changing the cruise plans, but we
spent time doing other fun things instead.  One time, we

signed up for a Black Light 5K.  We got to the 5K at 8 pm and
it was pitch black, a perfect time to show off all of our

glowing accessories.  At the 2nd mile marker, there was a DJ
playing music and we couldn't defy the urge to have a mini
dance party! To our surprise a big group of runners right
behind us decided to stop running and dance with us! 



Thanksgiving is Rosa’s favorite holiday because she loves
cooking, but our favorite tradition is when we sit around the

table, and everyone says one thing that they are
thankful for.  Charity is always thankful that each family

member made it to dinner safe and sound and that we get to
spend another year loving each other.  Jacob tends to focus
on being thankful for food!  Last year he said, "I am thankful

for Rosa and her cooking skills because without her, we
would not get the very best mac and cheese!" One year, we
hosted a Friendsgiving for people that didn't have anywhere
to go for Thanksgiving, or they just wanted to celebrate with
more people.  Several of our friends came with their families

and everyone left feeling full and loved! 

  One of our favorite Christmas traditions is putting
together the latest Lego Christmas set.  We start working on
this right after Thanksgiving and everyone takes part in putting it
together.  It usually takes us a few weeks to complete the set, but
it is always finished by Christmas morning. Last year, the set was

called, "Santa's Visit".  It had stockings that hung over the
fireplace, a Christmas tree with a star that lights up and Santa

Clause standing on the chimney. The coolest part was watching
Santa sliding down the chimney into the living room! The Lego

village is getting bigger and bigger each year!  

Our FavoriteTraditions
Every year, we go on a family vacation!  This year, we went to an
island in Florida that was only a short boat ride away.  The beach

house we rented had a pool.  On the first night, everyone was
hanging out around the pool, but no one had put on bathing
suits yet.  Charity told Rosa, "If you slide down the slide in
your clothes, I will too!"  Charity didn't think Rosa would

actually do it - but she did!  That set off a domino effect of
everyone jumping in the pool with their clothes on.  We look

forward to learning about your favorite traditions so that we can
incorporate them into your child's life.



The Place We Call Home

 It is important to us to get out and walk while
experiencing nature. It is not uncommon to find
us on Sundays taking the four mile walk around

the lake. One day, the community came
together and wrote inspiring messages on all of
the sidewalks. One quote that really stood out
said, "If we stand together, we can change
the world."  By the time we were home from

our walk, we felt like we could take on the week!
Your child will feel welcomed and inspired in

this warm and friendly neighborhood.

Our historic Florida home is almost 100
years old, and we immediately fell in love
with its' charm. Our favorite room of the
house is our front room/living room.  This

room is so special because it has large
story book windows that allow for sunlight

to pour into the room. One morning,
Charity grabbed her breakfast and her

book and sat in the front room while Rosa
was on her long morning walk.  By the time
Rosa came back, Charity had read several
chapters of her book and was excited to
share the details.  We relaxed and talked
so long that Rosa had to rush upstairs to

get ready for work. It was totally worth it!   

We have the kindest neighbors. At night, we enjoy
hanging out on our patio with market lighting. The breeze
passes right through this area making it one of the coolest
places to be on a warm night. One night we were outside,
and we heard our neighbor call from the other side of the

fence. It was our lucky day - they had been grilling and
offered us a rack of BBQ ribs. Of course, we said yes, and

they pass them over the fence to us. They looked so
delicious that we decided to enjoy them right away!



 We have a rock painting group in our community that paints
rocks with inspiring messages. The rocks are hidden in the
parks and by the lakes.  It creates such a warm feeling

when you find a rock with a message that feels like it
was meant just for you. Last summer, our family painted
several rocks and hid them around town. That day, Charity

found a rock that said, “Be Love”.  She felt so touched by the
message that she decided to keep the rock as a reminder that
love is more than a feeling - it's also an action.  As a family, we

believe that loving people and loving yourself are the most
important things you can do in life. Your child will learn the act

of love and kindness within our uplifting community.

Our Community
One of our favorite ways to spend a lazy Saturday

morning is to wake up and walk to the bakery for coffee
and pastries.  This bakery is so special to us because the
owners are locals who handcraft each pastry with love. 
 One time we could hear the music from the bakery all
the way to our house.  That was the only sign that we

needed - TO THE BAKERY!  Rosa's favorite pastry is the
quesito and Charity's is the dark chocolate croissant.  

Our community has many theme parks and one of our
favorites is Disney!  Occasionally, we volunteer for The
Special Olympics, and they give free Disney tickets in
exchange for our help.  Last year, we woke up at 6 am to

drive to Disney, which is only an hour away.  We wanted to be
the first in line to ride rides.  On Buzz Lightyear's Space Ranger
Spin we were trying to see who could get the most points by

shooting our fire lasers at all of the aliens.  Rosa won the
battle, but Charity is sure that the next win will be hers!  .



Weekends
On the weekend, you can typically find us preparing for a fun date. 

 Recently, we decided to do the thrift store challenge. We went into
a local thrift store, and each had 10 dollars to spend on an outfit 

for the other person (NO PEAKING). Then, we had to wear the outfit
out to eat AND ask a stranger to take our picture. Rosa picked out a

hat for Charity that said, "Kind of a BIG deal", tie dyed PJ pants,
batman shirt, pearl necklace and pink flip flops!  Charity went for a

more dated look for Rosa, that included a long skirt, oversized top and
an open sheer blouse.  Even though it was hard to wear these styles

in public, we both confidently put them on and went to the restaurant!  
When we asked someone to take our picture, they giggled and we're

still not sure if they were laughing at us or with us but either
way WE laughed a lot, and we will never forget this date!

We love spending the day at the beach! Our friends, Giselle and
Martin hold a yearly beach trip. We spend the day laying on the

beach, eating Martin's famous BBQ pork shoulder, and swimming.
This year Rosa and our friend, Ziomara tried playing paddle ball. At
first, they both looked very confident, but they quickly realized that

making contact with the ball was a little harder when you are in
wet sand. The game went like this: serve, miss the ball, laugh.

This happened over and over again until Ziomara served the ball
one great time, and they were able to volley the ball back and

forth ten times! Eventually they passed the paddles to the kids.
Your child will have a lot of fun in the sun and will feel free to play,

make mistakes, try again and laugh. 

We love playing board games on the weekend. If Jacob gets to
choose it will always be Monopoly! Rosa and Jacob are super
competitive while Charity usually has to play the role of

referee to make sure everyone is playing fair! Sometimes we add a
twist to monopoly. The other day, Charity set up the monopoly

board as if we were in the middle of a game randomly putting out
money and properties. She asked Rosa and Jacob if they would be
willing to roll the dice to see which side of the table they would play
on.  Jacob was convinced that he could start the game at any point
and still win. After rolling the dice and investigating our properties

the game began. Jacob ended up with the three railroad properties
and felt like he was pretty set. In the end, Rosa won after putting
several hotels on the board and bankrupting Charity and Jacob.

Jacob decided that starting the game like that was not his favorite. 



Weekdays 

Charity decided when she was young that she wanted to help
people, as many social workers had helped her when she was a
child. She became a social worker.  Charity helps children and
adults understand and heal from traumatic events that have

happened in their lives.  It is important to Charity that people in
the community have someone that they can trust to talk to. 

 Charity only works on Fridays so your child will have at home
care and a gentle and trusting place to talk about their problems.  

Rosa has been a pediatric occupational therapist for many
years. Her specialty is treating children with autism. She works
a predictable schedule and is always off on the weekends. 
Treating children with empathy and kindness is so important to
Rosa because she believes all children should be treated equal

no matter what their unique needs are. Last year, Rosa
planned a special theme week to celebrate the summer with
her patients.  Along with her co-workers, she put together a

variety of games, crafts and a scavenger hunt, making sure that
they were all accessible for everyone. The absolute favorite was
the "trip to the moon." One little girl counted down from 10 all
the way to "BLAST OFF!"  When she met her mom in the lobby,
she told her that she "went to the moon today” and loved it. 

Every night when Rosa gets home from work, we make dinner
together and take the dogs out for their nightly walk. 

 They can tell when it's time to go without us even telling them.  
They both jump up and are ready at the door!  We are not sure
if they are more excited about the walk or getting a treat when

they get back - probably both!  One night when we were out
walking them, two young boys stopped us to meet Blue and

Bella.  They loved that Blue is a Huskey and spent time petting
him until Bella licked one of them begging for attention. Your
child will always have us both at home to eat dinner together,

chat about the day and spend time having neighborhood
adventures with the sweetest dogs.



Thank You

Even though we have never met, we have a tremendous amount of respect for you.  We can not
imagine how hard this decision might be for you, but we imagine this decision 

is being made with all the love in your heart.  
 

If you choose us as your child's adoptive parents, we promise that your baby will be loved and
cherished, nurtured and guided. We promise to always read to your child and make sure they get a

great education.  We promise to support your child in the things they are passionate about.  We
promise to surround your child with love, hugs and kindness.  

 
 It is important to us to be open with your child about their roots and background. We will always
honor the story of you. We look forward to staying in touch with you over the years, if you

decide that is right for you. We are excited about the possibility to get to know you. 
Thank you so much for giving us the opportunity to share our lives with you 

and tell you about our dreams for the future. 


